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n Gold prices edged higher today in Asian session as subdued cash demand
and investor short-covering helped offset a stronger U.S. dollar. Spot gold was
up 0.27 percent at $1,141.92 per ounce, after hitting $1,148.98 on Tuesday,
the strongest since Dec. 14.

n The most active U.S. gold futures for February delivery settled up $2.1, or 0.18
percent, at $1,140.90 per ounce. Investors were covering short positions in
options-related dealings and year-end demand from China and Russia buoyed
prices. Gold is holding up despite lots of bears in the woods for lots of good
reasons.

.

n Spot prices are poised to finish the year up about 8 percent despite an 8 percent
drop in November, as U.S. Treasury yields rose after Donald Trump's election
led to speculation his commitment to infrastructure spending would spur growth.

..

n Gold hit a 10-month low on Dec. 15 as solid U.S. economic data prompted the
Federal Reserve to raise U.S. interest rates for the first time in a year. The
central bank signalled three more increases next year, up from the previous
projection of two.

n Recent upbeat U.S. data has helped underscore expectations the Fed will
raise interest rates more quickly next year, which would lower demand for non-
yielding assets such as bullion, while boosting the dollar in which it is priced.
The dollar index edged higher against a basket of six main currencies on
Wednesday.

n In the short term, we are focussed towards support at $1,100 and a break of
this will be very bearish for the metal. As for the upside, we really need to break
the level of $1,170 and $1,200. Reflecting bearish investor sentiment, assets
in the SPDR Gold Trust (GLD), the world's largest gold-backed exchange-
traded fund, fell 0.14 percent to 823.36 tonnes.

Gold markets initially rallied on Wednesday as we

continue to see quite a large amount of volatility in the

precious metals markets. If the US dollar continues to

strengthen, it�s likely that we will see selling pressure

longer term. It appears that the market is finding minor

support the $1125 level, but eventually should break

down below there and reach towards the $1100 level,

which is simply a steppingstone down to the $1000

level longer term. Rallies continue to be selling

opportunities as far as I am concerned, as the

downtrend has been so strong over the last several

months.Momentum has turned positive as the MACD

(moving average convergence divergence) index

recently generated a buy signal. The index moved

from negative to positive territory confirming the buy

signal. The index is printing in the black with an upward

sloping trajectory which points to higher prices.
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n Gold prices rose to their highest in two weeks on

today, as the U.S. dollar fell

n The gains in gold seems to be limited on

expectations of more rate hikes by the U.S.

Federal Reserve next year

n The metal was also on track for its biggest one-

day rise since Nov. 28

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback

against a basket of currencies, eased about 0.4

percent at 102.910

n Gold is poised to end the year up after three

straight annual declines
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n Oil prices steadied today after a surprise increase in U.S. inventories helped
stall an upwards trend that has pushed global crude benchmarks to their highest
levels since July last year.

n U.S light crude was down 20 cents at $53.86, while North Sea Brent crude
was up 5 cents at $56.27 a barrel. Traded volumes were thin with many investors
away for year-end holidays, although the expiry of the front-month February
ICE Brent contract could generate some activity.

n Both crude oil benchmarks have made big gains this month since OPEC and
other producers agreed to curb production in an attempt to balance an
oversupplied fuel market.

n The market is in good shape although it might fail to make significant advances
this year. Either way, the odds are still on higher numbers. Data released by
industry group the American Petroleum Institute (API) late on Wednesday
showed a 4.2 million barrel increase in U.S. crude stocks in the week to Dec.
23.

n Analysts polled by Reuters ahead of the report had forecast on average that
inventories would decline 2.1 million barrels. But the overall trend appeared
to be upwards with oil producers committed to agreed output cuts.

n A committee of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and
non-OPEC producers will meet in Vienna on Jan. 21-22 to discuss compliance
with the production agreement, Kuwaiti oil minister Essam Al-Marzouq told
state news agency KUNA.

n Brent will be positively impacted by the OPEC and non-OPEC cuts should the
agreed reductions be largely adhered to over the next six months. the market
was awaiting inventory data from the U.S. Department of Energy later today
to see if official figures confirmed API report.

.

Crude Oil market went back and forth on Wednesday

as we await the Crude Oil Inventories number coming

out the United States. This of course will make the

market very on average to wait for direction as to how

demand is going. Ultimately, the markets look like they

are focusing on the output production cuts that have

recently been agreed upon, but we have a long history

of countries cheating on these production cuts, and I

cannot help but wonder how long it�s going to be before

one of them does. On top of that, you have the

Canadian and American shale oil producers looking

at this market and chomping at the bits to start flooding

with more supply. However, if we can break above the

$55 level, it�s likely that the market will then try to reach

towards the $60 handle. On the other hand, if we

breakdown below the bottom of a hammer, the market

could drop to the $52 level in the short term.

n Crude oil prices edged up for a fourth consecutive

session yesterday

n The market awaits evidence of OPEC supply

reductions in the new year

n U.S. benchmark West Texas Intermediate (WIT)

crude oil prices settled up 16 cents at $54.06 for

the best close since July 2, 2015

n Data from industry group the API showed a

surprise build of 4.2 million barrels in U.S crude

inventories

n The EIA report has been rescheduled for later in

today�s session
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n There was a dip in silver prices as the dollar gained renewed support during
the European session, but there was evidence of resilience at lower levels,
especially with a weaker Wall Street tone.

n Silver maintained a solid tone in late US trading on Tuesday with a move above
the $16.00 level with trading conditions inevitably lacklustre and prices drifted
lower again in Asia. There was, however, a move higher in gold prices, which
provided some degree of support to silver.

n The dollar gained fresh support during the European session on Wednesday
with EUR/USD dipping below 1.0400 as underlying demand for the US currency
remained strong into the year-end period.

n Window dressing will be an important market factor over the next few days,
which will tend to benefit the dollar and undermine potential silver support,
given sharp declines seen over the past two months.

n There was a weaker than expected reading for US pending home sales with
a 2.5% decline for November to the lowest rate since January, which reinforced
concerns over a potentially significant adverse impact on interest-rate sensitive
areas of the economy if bond yields rise further.

n The dollar pulled away from its best levels after the data and there were slight
gains for US Treasuries with 10-year US yields dipping below the 2.55% level,
which also provided some relief to precious metals. Dollar trends will tend to
dominate in the short term with silver needing a sustained US correction weaker
and an overall deterioration in risk conditions to make sustained headway.

n US equity markets also lost some ground with a more fragile environment
surrounding risk curbing potential selling pressure on silver. From lows just
below $15.90, silver prices edged higher late in the European session, although
there was selling interest above $16.00.

Silver markets when back and forth on Wednesday,

as the $16 level continues to attract quite a bit of

attention. With this being the case, I believe that the

sellers will return each time we tried to rally, so I am

negative when it comes to silver, especially considering

that the US dollar has been so strong. Given enough

time, I believe that the market then reaches down to

the $15 level. Rallies that break out above the recent

resistance will more than likely find even stronger

resistance out the $16.50 handle above. The longer

silver struggles around the15.80/16 area, the more

likely it is to find itself carrying lower and potentially

much lower in short order. One of the themes we are

focusing on as 2017 quickly nears, is for the trends

which have held up into year-end to gain momentum

again in early January. Higher US dollar, lower precious

metals, and higher stocks.

n Gold�s premium over silver has reached its highest

level of the month

n The Federal Reserve�s decision was also

accompanied by a more hawkish outlook on

monetary policy

n Expectations for a faster tightening sent the Dollar

to nearly 14-year highs yesterday

n In economic data, US manufacturing conditions

improved in December, according to the Fed

Banks of Richmond and Dallas

n The Dallas Fed manufacturing business index

climbed to 15.5 from 10.2
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